Enjoy living at the Residence Halls of the University of Oviedo:

You will have the opportunity to meet and share experiences with other students from all parts of the world, in a social environment and preserving your independence at the same time.

With no time limits, students can manage their own time, studies and social life at university.

You will be provided all the necessary services to meet your needs, in a clean and comfortable environment that is conductive to study.

Residences provide a rich variety of cultural, leisure and sports activities.

The meal plan will help you reduce expenses and have a balanced diet.

LOCATION:
San Gregorio Residence Hall, strategically located in the Campus of Los Catalanes in Oviedo, is immersed in a privileged environment with wonderful green areas, opposite the Winter Park, and adjoining University sports facilities. In addition to offering accommodation services, this Residence Hall also offers an atmosphere based on culture, discussion and freedom, which makes it even more attractive. Its main objective is to promote participation in all kinds of social, cultural and sports activities.

America residence hall, located in the Campus of Los Catalanes as well, in the town center of the city, is only a few minutes away from the Cathedral and the old part of the city. The best accommodation services, including dining and cleaning services, as well as a complete planning of cultural, professional and academic guidance activities. You will definitely feel at home, enjoying your Independence and a wide variety of leisure activities.

The University of Oviedo offers the ideal accommodation for undergraduate and graduate students and also for lecturers and administration and services staff at the Residence Hall of Mieres. The Hall is right next to the Bus station of Mieres, 20 minutes away from the university campuses of Oviedo by bus, and 15 minutes away by car. With a privileged location, the Hall is beside the building of scientific-technical services, and the teaching block of the Polytechnic School. Students can find excellent sports facilities.

Possibility of half board or full board (check prices on the website)
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